Introduction

Child maltreatment is a pervasive societal problem that frequently exerts a devastating negative impact on children, not simply during childhood, but across the life course.\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^4\) Although media portrayals of maltreated children graphically portray bruises, burns, head trauma, abandonment and malnutrition, a growing body of research suggests that the emotional damage accompanying abusive and neglectful acts, and not solely the physical damage, may result in the most significant and long-term harmful effects on the child. Maltreatment that occurs in the first five years of life may be especially detrimental, given the vulnerability of these youngsters and the fact that the early years of life are characterized by more rapid neurobiological and psychological growth than are subsequent years.

Subject
In recent years, the numbers of children who have experienced some form of maltreatment have escalated. According to the stringent operational criteria utilized in the most recent National Incidence Study conducted in the United States, almost 1.6 million American children were abused or neglected in 1993, an increase of 149% over the seven-year period between studies. In 1993, 11.1 out of every 1,000 children experienced abuse and 13.1 experienced neglect. Of these maltreated children, 50% were less than seven years of age and 25% were younger than age four.

In the first nation-wide study to examine the incidence of child maltreatment in Canada, similarly startling statistics emerge, with an estimated 21.52 investigations of child maltreatment per 1,000 children in 1998. Importantly, the Canadian statistics represent only a portion of actual occurrences of maltreatment, since the study assessed only those cases that were investigated by child welfare workers.

**Problems**

Research and intervention within the area of child maltreatment have faced a number of challenges.

- The field has been hampered by the lack of clear operational criteria for acts constituting child maltreatment. Consequently, estimates of the magnitude of the problem vary considerably as a function of criteria utilized to define maltreatment.

- There has been some controversy regarding the best way to ascertain the occurrence of maltreatment. Some investigators advocate the use of official records while others believe that querying the child who has been maltreated or the maltreating caregiver is preferable. Ideally, a combination of report sources would be used.

- Because maltreated children rarely experience a single type of maltreatment, investigators also have grappled with how best to distinguish among the sequelae associated with a particular type of maltreatment.

- Moreover, because maltreatment is more common in low-income families, disentangling the effects of maltreatment per se as opposed to the effects of poverty and its associated stresses is challenging.

- Although there is now a consensus that maltreatment adversely affects development, less progress has been achieved in explicating the processes and mechanisms that contribute to the range of developmental outcomes observed in maltreated children.
• Similarly, in order to elucidate the developmental processes that are implicated in the consequences of child maltreatment, longitudinal research is needed. However, given issues related to the attrition of the study population as a function of factors such as mobility, incarceration, psychiatric hospitalization and foster-care placement of children, sufficiently large cohorts are difficult to retain.

• An almost exclusive focus on behavioural and psychological outcomes of maltreatment during the first five years largely fails to consider the neurobiological sequelae of abuse and neglect.

• The heterogeneity of outcomes among maltreated children suggests that maltreatment does not affect all children similarly. Varied outcomes underscore the importance of examining predictors of resilience despite the adversity of maltreatment.

• Despite extensive knowledge regarding the adverse effects of maltreatment, with the exception of the work of David Olds, considerably less progress has been made in devising effective prevention and intervention strategies.

**Research Context**

Investigations in the area of child maltreatment have necessarily been broad in scope, encompassing aspects of epidemiology and definition, developmental consequences, long-term outcomes and interventions. Although child maltreatment cuts across economic classes, much of the work has focused on low-income populations.

**Key Research Questions**

The key research questions emanate directly from those issues highlighted under the heading of problems. We need to build upon the extensive knowledge of the negative effects of maltreatment to address increasingly sophisticated questions. Investigations must utilize clear operational definitions of maltreatment and these definitions must be specified. In this regard, the full range of experiences of maltreatment must be examined, including variables such as age of onset, perpetrator, severity and chronicity. Efforts need to be focused on identifying pathways to adaptive and maladaptive outcomes and multiple versus single domains of development. Investigations of outcome also need to examine neurobiological and psychophysiological indicators in conjunction with socio-emotional variables. Finally, longitudinal investigations that also incorporate cost-benefit analyses of failing to prevent maltreatment or to provide sufficient
Recent Research Results

Child maltreatment exerts a devastating and enduring impact on children and the cost to society overall is high. In a longitudinal investigation, Widom and Maxfield found that abused and neglected children were 1.8 times more likely to be arrested as juveniles than were their non-maltreated age mates. Maltreated children also are more likely to develop substance abuse problems. In addition, more than 50% of maltreated children experience difficulties in school and approximately 25% require special education services.

Unfortunately, most theoretically guided and methodologically rigorous research to date has focused on the impact of maltreatment on youngsters who are preschool-age and older. Research conducted on children during the first five years of life has consistently underscored the negative socio-emotional sequelae of maltreatment across multiple domains of development. Considerable research has demonstrated that maltreatment during infancy can lead to insecure attachment relationships with caregivers. Importantly, these insecure attachment patterns are not specific to the early years, but have been shown to carry over into the preschool- and school-aged years. The early difficulties of maltreated children in forming a secure attachment relationship with a primary caregiver also potentiate continued disturbances in interpersonal relationships as development proceeds. Difficulties in the attainment of other age-appropriate competencies have also been identified, including disturbances in the development of the self; an inability to form effective peer relationships; challenges adapting to the school environment; and increased rates of behaviour problems and psychopathology. Recent research has also shed light on difficulties in the acquisition of theory of mind in children who have been maltreated.

Conclusions

There is no doubt that child maltreatment is an enormous problem that exerts a toll not only on its victims, but also on society more broadly. A National Institute of Justice report estimated the annual costs of the consequences of child abuse and neglect in the United States at $56 billion. That estimate included direct costs such as medical, lost earnings and public programs, as well as indirect costs associated with pain and diminished quality of life. More recently, a study conducted by Prevent Child Abuse America estimated the total cost of child abuse in the United States at...
over $94 billion per year. Child maltreatment may affect children’s successful development of competencies not just at a single period of development, but across the life span. It is important, however, to recognize that there is considerable diversity in process and outcome associated with child maltreatment. Important new directions for research on this critical societal problem have also been highlighted. It is no longer productive to conduct investigations that focus exclusively on uncovering main effects associated with child maltreatment because such approaches are likely to yield results that do not convey accurately the developmental risks that accompany maltreatment. There is also a pressing need for more research on the effects of child maltreatment during infancy and toddlerhood. The development and implementation of comprehensive, longitudinal investigations of child maltreatment and its co-occurring risk factors are also critical.

Implications on the Policy and Services Perspective

Research on the socio-emotional consequences of maltreatment during the early years of life provides a foundation of knowledge regarding how adverse caregiving can erode development. However, if these scientific findings are to be appropriately applied to the formulation and evaluation of prevention and intervention strategies for vulnerable children and families, then a number of recommendations need to be implemented.

- It is critical to provide intervention as quickly as possible after maltreatment has been identified. Even if symptoms or a diagnosable mental illness are not manifested immediately, referral to a mental-health provider to assess the possible need for the provision of early intervention is an important way to prevent or mitigate the occurrence of negative developmental consequences. Removing a maltreated child from the home does not constitute treatment.

- Because maternal substance abuse and the accompanying inability to care for children is an increasingly prevalent reason for the occurrence of maltreatment during infancy, the comorbid effects of maltreatment and pre- and postnatal substance exposure and their implications for treatment should be investigated.

- Methodologically sound evidence on the efficacy of intervention for maltreated children is scarce. If expectations for policy modification and increased resource allocation are to be realized, then we must be able to provide cost-benefit analyses regarding the effectiveness of prevention and intervention for maltreated children.
• We must not delay improving the training of those grappling with issues of child abuse and neglect. Child-protection workers must be given information regarding the importance of providing psychological interventions to young children who have been maltreated and to their biological or adoptive caregivers. Minimally, protective service personnel need to be knowledgeable about research on the short- and long-term effects of maltreatment and increase their efforts to refer these children for evaluation and possible services prior to the emergence of a full-blown behavioural or psychiatric disorder. Similarly, the training of therapists must incorporate a consideration of broader systemic issues that accompany work with children in the child welfare system.

• Developmental principles need to be integrated into the training of clinicians who are likely to be involved with maltreated children. Because the consequences of maltreatment may vary as a function of the developmental period during which the trauma occurred, therapists need to be prepared to incorporate this developmental understanding into their work.

• Because our identification systems, research knowledge, and prevention and treatment strategies for occurrences of maltreatment during the early years of life lag behind those developed for addressing maltreatment in later childhood and adolescence, efforts must be directed toward filling in these gaps.
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